Committee for Campus-Constituency-Elected Trustees
Office of the Assemblies
109 Day Hall
Ithaca, NY 14853
trustee-elections@cornell.edu

Graduate & Professional Student-Elected Trustee Election
Fall 2020 (reactivation) Challenge Form
Candidate Name:
Challenger Name:

Vince Hartman
Emily Levin

NetID:
NetID:

Vch6
Eml227

Instructions
Please attach a typewritten document that includes the reason(s) for your challenge. Identify any facts related to the
election rules you identified above and explain how you believe the violation has altered the fairness of the election.
You may submit digital evidence (such as photographs) to assembly@cornell.edu after submitting this form. We do
not accept hand-written attachments. In light of the COVID-19 pandemic, this form must be turned in to the
Office of the Assemblies via email at assembly@cornell.edu by the challenger by Wednesday, November 4th, 2020
@ 4:00pm.
Certification
I, the filer of this challenge, attest by my signature below that the information I have provided is true and accurate
to the best of my knowledge under penalty of disciplinary referral to the Judicial Administrator. I certify that I have
read and understand the election rules, available on the elections webpage, and I acknowledge in particular my
confidentiality obligations as a party to this challenge, reprinted here:
"Members of the committee and parties to a challenge may not share the contents of challenges, evidence, or decisions submitted to or
received from the committee, except when explicitly permitted by these rules or by the committee. Unauthorized disclosure of confidential
information may result in a disciplinary referral."

cavityLinn

Signature of Challenger: ______________________________________________________

wisps

Date __________

October 15, 2020
To Whom It May Concern:
My name is Emily Levin and I am a current senior in CALS. Earlier this week, I came across a
campaign website for one of the candidates for graduate/professional student elected trustee.
This candidate is Vince Hartman, a graduate student at Cornell Tech. Vince’s website,
https://vincehartman.com/, presents facts about him as a candidate, his accomplishments at
Cornell while he was an undergraduate, his candidate platform, and a link to the petition form
that allowed him to run for the position. I believe that this website is in clear violation of points
4a and 4b of the Campaigning and Ethical behavior guidelines of the Student- and EmployeeElected Trustee Procedures as the candidates were told to refrain from these exact campaign
procedures, namely disseminating electronic campaign materials, advertising candidacy via
electronic means, and making statements about their candidacy to student organizations, until
the official campaign start date which is not until tomorrow October 16th.

I believe this violation is unfair because this candidate presented their platforms on the internet
before the other candidates. It is blatant early campaigning which is not allowed. It gives them
an unfair advantage as their name will potentially be more recognizable and other candidates
were not given the same opportunity. I was also told that Vince attached the link to his website
as he reached out to leadership in various student organizations to inquire about their
perspectives. To me, this sounds like early conversations for a potential endorsement. And
again, this is not fair or equitable to other candidates.
Below I have attached screenshots of Vince’s website, as well a private conversation between
myself and a friend who is president of a large student org. In the text conversation, I have
marked out the name of the person and the organization they are a part of for confidentiality
reasons since I am making this report and not them. Also, it is in fact a private conversation and
I don’t want to break my friend’s trust.
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